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J This project could be made using either fondant or gumpaste. I used fondant for my original clown and
this demonstration.

Coloured fondant for my clown (which is based on the Gymboree mascot named "Gymbo")
Purple: hat, suspenders, and cuffs for pants
Red: hair, hands, feet, pompom on hat, bow tie, nose; also mouth if using fondant for face
Orange: buttons on suspenders
Peach: face
Yellow: shirt
Green: one pant leg
Blue: one pant leg, collar, cuffs on sleeves, trim on hat; eyes if using fondant for face
White: optional, for dots on shirt and hat. When making clown I ran short of time and used piped royal

icing for dots on shirt and hat.

These are the colours needed for this specific clown. However, this is a good project to use up leftover
bits of fondant or gumpaste you have, as clowns are very colourful in a non-specific way. This would
also be a good technique for a child with a favourite teddy bear or animated TV character. Simplifr
what you want to put on the cake into individual component parts and build a character piece by piece.

To make the clown, simply roll the fondant to the thickness you'd like and cut the various pieces
needed for the clown. I made them one at a time and attached them as I was working so the fondant
wouldn't dry out before attaching the pieces to each other. When I was done the basic figure I added the

'v' details of cuffs, suspenders, etc. That are attached to the clown's body. Being freehand, you can also
make the clown larger or smaller depending on the size of the cake. It is important to keep all of the
pieces proportional, and to make the two hands the same size as each other and to make the two feet the
same size as each other. It is also important to make the pieces the same thickness as each other.

The clown could be assembled directly on the cake. I assembled it off the cake a few days in advance
and dried it, using a cookie cooling rack, so that I could save the decoration. If using gumpaste it would
take less time to dry completely.

Other tools and supplies needed:
-Com starch (or icing sugar) and Crisco
-Fondant roller
-Paint brush and water to attach pieces to each other
-Gumpaste tools to texturize hair and bow tie (could use tooth picks). Hair could also be made with a

fondant extruder.
-Wheel cutter or sharp knife, small (embroidery) scissors, round cutter for head (if desired)
-Fine paint brush, food colours, and vodka to paint eyes and mouth on face. Could also use food colour

markers or make eyes and mouth out of fondant.


